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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable charge pump
(RCP) circuit that could change its architecture according to sunlight
variation. In strong sunlight, the RCP works by the parallel mode
that can maximize the output current. In moderate sunlight, the RCP
changes to the serial-parallel mode. When sunlight becomes weak, the
RCP runs by the serial mode to keep its output voltage around the
target voltage. Compared with the fixed-mode circuit that maintains
the serial mode all the time regardless of sunlight variation, the RCP
can generate 2.5 times larger output current and has power efficiency
better by 24%, in strong sunlight. The area penalty and overhead in
power efficiency of the RCP are only 15.8% and 1.2%.
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1 Introduction

Recently many systems that can harvest energy from their environments
such as wind, sun, vibration, temperature, etc are being studied [1, 2, 3, 4,
5]. Among them, solar energy is the most popular energy source due to its
ubiquitous availability, high power density, and that DC voltage and current
can be directly obtained from sunlight [3]. Solar energy can be converted
by inductor-based power circuit or capacitor-based charge pump. Because
the charge pump that does not need any off-chip devices, it is regarded more
suitable to small-scale solar harvesting systems with lower cost and simpler
circuit. One of the best examples of small-scale harvesting systems for solar
energy is Wireless Sensor Node (WSN) system that should be implemented
with a tiny low-power chip driven by small-capacity and small-size battery [6,
7].

Figure 1 (a) shows a typical current-voltage relationship of solar cell array
with the sunlight intensity varying. As the intensity increases, the solar ar-
ray current (ISA) and voltage (VSA) become larger, too. For a given sunlight
intensity, the maximum available VSA is obtained by the open-circuit con-
dition. The open-circuit VSA is defined by the open-circuit voltage (VOC).
Figure 1 (b) shows a relationship between solar power (PSA) and VSA. Here
PSA can be simply calculated with VSA × ISA. In this figure, a maximum
power point (MPP) varies according to its sunlight condition. In strong sun-
light, the MPP is observed at the point, S in Figure 1 (b) that can generate
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Fig. 1. (a) Solar array current and voltage relationship
for different sunlight conditions (b) Solar power
and voltage relationship for different sunlight con-
ditions. Here, W and S represent the weak and
strong sunlight conditions, respectively. The cir-
cle symbol represents the maximum power point
at a given sunlight condition.

the largest power. When the intensity becomes as weak as the point, W, the
solar cell’s power becomes much smaller, as shown in Figure 1 (b).

To design charge pump circuit for solar energy conversion, we need to
decide the number of stages and the amount of output current of charge
pump. Here, we assumed that the output voltage of charge pump should be
4.2 V that is required to charge Lithium batteries that are used popularly in
most of mobile applications [8, 9]. In Figure 1 (a), if we look at the point, S,
the maximum power point is around 2.5V that is large enough to generate
4.2 V using only one-stage pump circuit. And, in Figure 1 (a), ISA at the
point, S, is very large that means the solar cell array can deliver a large
amount of solar current to the pump circuit. When the sunlight is as weak
as the point, W, the number of stages of charge pump should be larger than
2 because the VSA at this point is just around 1/3 of the target VOUT. And,
also, the amount of solar array current of the point, W, is much smaller
than the point, S that means the weak sunlight can generate smaller output
current of charge pump circuit than the strong sunlight. The weak sunlight
needs the larger number of stages and can generate small output current. On
the contrary, the strong sunlight needs the smaller number of stages and is
able to deliver larger output current to the load.

We can think of two typical architectures that are depicted by the parallel
architecture and serial one, respectively, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Here Cn is
pumping capacitor and VIN and VOUT represent the input and output voltage
of charge pump, respectively. In the parallel architecture, all the pumping
capacitors are connected in parallel. On the contrary, in the serial architec-
ture, the four pumping capacitors are connected in series. Figures 2 (b) and
(c) compare the output current and power efficiency, respectively. Here the
output voltage is fixed at 4.2 V. In Figure 2 (b), when the boosting ratio of
VOUT/VIN is higher than 2, the parallel circuit generates the output current
that is almost zero because the output voltage cannot reach the required volt-
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Fig. 2. (a) The parallel circuit architecture for strong sun-
light and the serial circuit architecture for weak
sunlight (b) the output current of charge pump
with the boosting ratio of VOUT/VIN varying
(c) the power efficiency of charge pump with the
boosting ratio of VOUT/VIN varying.

age. As the boosting ratio of VOUT/VIN decreases lower, the parallel circuit
has larger output current than the serial due to that its effective pumping ca-
pacitance is much larger than the serial circuit. For the power efficiency, the
serial circuit is better when the boosting ratio is high. The parallel circuit be-
comes better as the boosting ratio decreases lower, as shown in Figure 2 (c).
Hence, from considering both Figures 1 and 2, the parallel architecture is
more suitable to the strong sunlight. Similarly, the serial architecture can be
regarded better for the weak sunlight.

2 Reconfigurable charge pump circuit

A conceptual schematic of Reconfigurable Charge Pump (RCP) circuit is
shown in Figure 3 (a), where Cn is the pumping capacitor and Sn is the
control switch for reconfiguring charge pump’s architecture. VIN and VOUT

represent the input and output voltage of charge pump, respectively. The
control switches in Figure 3 (a) can change to Parallel Mode (PM) that is
shown in Figure 3 (b), when the sunlight is strong. In PM, S1, S4, and S7

are off and the others are on thus all the pumping capacitors run in parallel
to maximize the output current but the boosting ratio is minimized. When
the sunlight becomes moderate, the charge pump starts to reconfigure its
architecture by Serial-Parallel Mode (SPM). The control switches in SPM
are shown in Figure 3 (c). In SPM, C0 and C1 are in series and C2 and C3 are
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Fig. 3. (a) The conceptual schematic of Reconfigurable
Charge Pump (RCP) circuit with control switches
(b) Parallel Mode (PM) configuration (c) Serial-
Parallel Mode (SPM) configuration (d) Serial
Mode (SM) configuration.

in series but C0-C1 and C2-C3 are in parallel. Compared with PM, SPM can
boost the output voltage higher than PM but delivers smaller output current
to the load. Serial Mode (SM) is shown in Figure 3 (d). In this figure, VIN is
transferred to C0 and the output voltage is boosted through C0, C1, C2, and
C3 that are connected in series. In SM, because all the pumping capacitors
are connected in series, the output voltage can be maximized but the output
current is the smallest among three modes of PM, SPM, and SM.

The circuit implementation of Figure 3 (a) is shown in Figure 4 (a) that
is composed of four CP cells that are controlled by the nine switches. Here
CP cell represents one-stage charge pump that is shown in Figure 4 (b) and is
based on the voltage doubler circuit [10] which has smaller voltage loss than
the Dickson charge pump [11]. In Figure 4 (a), VIN is the input voltage that
comes from the solar cell array. VOUT is the output voltage of RCP that goes
into the load. The switches from S0 to S8 are used to reconfigure the mode
according to sunlight variation. Each CP cell is controlled by two-phase clock
signals that are CK and CKB. In Figure 4 (b), M0 and M2 are connected to
VIN and M1 and M3 are to V1. C0 and C1 are the pumping capacitors. When
CK is high and CKB is low, M0 is on and M1 is off. At this time, M2 is off and
M3 is on. In Figure 4 (b), the body of MS0 is connected to VOUT. Similarly,
the bodies of MS1 and MS2 are connected to V1 and V2, respectively. The
bodies of MS0, MS1, and MS2 are biased not to turn on their body diodes
during the operation. The gates of MS0, MS1, and MS2 are controlled by the
switch controller circuit that is shown in Figure 4 (c). MSN that represents
the Nth control switch such as MS0 is controlled by MP and MN. When MP
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Fig. 4. (a) The circuit implementation of Figure 3 (a) of
the proposed reconfigurable charge pump (RCP)
circuit (b) the detailed single-stage charge pump
circuit with three switches (c) the switch con-
troller circuit (d) the S&H circuit (e) the entire
block diagram of RCP circuit.

is on, the gate of MSN is driven by VH to turn off MSN. When MN is on, the
gate voltage of MSN is 0 V thus MSN becomes on. A simple level shifter is
used to apply a high voltage, VH, to MP [12]. MN can be controlled by the
inverter, I0. Φ1 and Φ2 in Figure 4 (c) are the non-overlapping signals that
are used to eliminate the direct current path that may happen when both
MP and MN are on. The non-overlapping clocks are generated by the non-
overlapping clock generator that is popularly used [13]. In Figures 4 (b) andc© IEICE 2012
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(c), only the non-overlapping circuit and I0 are made of normal devices. The
others should be made of high-voltage devices to suffer high-voltage stress.

Figure 4 (d) shows the sample and hold (S&H) circuit that can sample
k · VOC periodically to change the operation mode of charge pump [2]. The
S&H circuit has two amplifiers, A1 and A2 that are the unit-gain buffer. The
sampled voltage is stored at CS. Two resistors, R0 and R1, can decide the
fractional number k that is usually known between 0.7 and 0.8 in most of
solar cells [1]. SC0 and SC1 are the control switches. CK2 and CKB2 are the
sampling clocks that are very slow. In this paper, CK2 and CKB2 are decided
around 100 Hz that is fast enough to track the MPP with sunlight variation.
When CK2 is high, the sampled k · VOC is stored at CS. When CKB2 is
high, the stored k · VOC goes into the comparator to decide the operation
mode in SM, SPM, and PM. One thing to note here is that we cannot use
a continuous monitoring circuit to detect k · VOC in the RCP circuit. VOC

means the open-circuit voltage that means the solar cell’s current is zero.
Thus the RCP circuit should stop its operation during the k · VOC sampling
time when CK2 is high. In this paper, the sampling time when CK2 is high
is as short as 10 µsec thus the overall pumping speed is very little degraded.
From the simulation, the battery charging time from 2.75 V to 4.2 V becomes
slower only by less than 0.1% if the k ·VOC sampling frequency = 100 Hz and
CK2 high time = 10 µsec.

Figure 4 (e) shows the entire block diagram of RCP circuit. Here VSA and
ISA are solar array voltage and current, respectively. If the sampled k · VOC

is large, it means that the sunlight is very bright thus the charge pump can
work by PM. If k·VOC is small, the pumping capacitors should be rearranged
by SM. For moderate sunlight, the RCP changes to SPM. The fractional
number, k is decided by R0 and R1 in Figure 4 (d). S&H circuit samples
k · VOC with a very slow clock, CK2, as slow as 100 Hz. The SW controller
decides which mode is the most suitable to given sunlight intensity. This
decision is made by the comparator circuits [14]. The SW controller has four
comparators that generate ‘DARK’ mode, SM, SPM, and PM signals. The
‘DARK’ mode means that the sunlight is too weak to deliver enough power
to the RCP circuit. For the ‘DARK’ mode, the SW controller turns off the
clock oscillator (OSC) circuit thereby the RCP circuit stops its operation.
After the decision, if not the ‘DARK’ mode, the SW controller gives either
SM, SPM, or PM signal to the reconfigurable circuit to change the operation
mode. VBAT is the battery voltage and IOUT is the output current of RCP
circuit. VBAT is sensed by LD that is the VBAT level detector. If VBAT is
lower than the target voltage, OSC turns on the pump clock signal to deliver
IOUT to the battery. If VBAT is higher than the target voltage, OSC becomes
off thereby the VBAT can be regulated not to exceed the target voltage.

For the start-up, if k · VOC/VOUT is lower than 0.2 at dark sunlight
condition, the SW controller does not enable OSC, in Figure 4 (e). If k ·
VOC/VOUT becomes higher than 0.2, in other words, the sampled k · VOC

become larger than 0.9 V, OSC starts to generate the pumping clock. This
start-up is reasonable because a very low k · VOC means the dark sunlight
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condition, where the solar cell cannot deliver enough voltage to current to
the RCP circuit.

3 Simulation and measurement

Figure 5 (a) compares the output current between the fixed-mode circuits by
SM, SPM, and PM, and the proposed reconfigurable charge pump (RCP)
circuit. As mentioned in the section II, the proposed RCP can be changed
among SM, SPM, or PM, according to the sampled k·VOC. In the simulation,
the switching frequency is fixed at 5 MHz. VOUT is the output voltage of
charge pump and is targeted by 4.2 V. The SPICE parameters are obtained
from 0.18-µm TSMC CMOS process. When k · VOC/VOUT is smaller than
0.4, in other words, when the sunlight is weak, the fixed SM circuit can deliver
larger IOUT than the PM and SPM circuits. When k · VOC/VOUT becomes
between 0.4 and 0.6, the SPM circuit starts to deliver larger output current
than the SM circuit, because the effective pumping capacitance of SPM is
twice larger than the pumping capacitance of SM, as shown in Figure 3 (c).
For strong sunlight, when k · VOC/VOUT is larger than 0.6, the PM circuit
can deliver the largest pumping current to the load among the SM, SPM,
and PM circuit. For example, when k · VOC/VOUT = 0.8, the amount of
pumping current of the PM circuit reaches as large as 5 mA that is almost
twice larger than the SPM circuit and four times larger than SM circuit in
Figure 5 (a). In Figure 5 (a), the proposed reconfigurable circuit can follow
the largest IOUT among the three PM, SPM, and SM circuits. For weak
sunlight, the proposed RCP runs like the SM circuit. When the sunlight is
moderate, the RCP shows the same amount of IOUT with the SPM circuit.

Fig. 5. (a) Output current with varying k · VOC/VOUT

for the fixed SM circuit, the fixed SPM circuit,
the fixed PM circuit, and the proposed RCP cir-
cuit. Here the open circle symbols are the mea-
sured results of the proposed RCP. (b) Power
efficiency with varying k ·VOC/VOUT for the fixed
SM circuit, the fixed SPM circuit, the fixed PM
circuit, and the proposed RCP circuit. Here the
open circle symbols are the measured results of
the proposed RCP.
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For strong sunlight, the proposed circuit acts like the PM circuit to maximize
IOUT to the load. From Figure 5 (a), we can obtain the boundary values of
k ·VOC/VOUT for the three modes. For the SM circuit, k ·VOC/VOUT should
be less than 0.4 to generate larger IOUT than the SPM and PM circuits. Here
the boosting ratio can be defined by VOUT/VIN. When k ·VOC/VOUT = 0.4
i.e. VOUT/k·VOC = 2.5, the boosting ratio should be larger than 3 to generate
VOUT = 4.2 V. Among the SM, SPM, and PM circuits, only the SM can have
the boosting ratio that is larger than 3. When k ·VOC/VOUT is between 0.4
and 0.6, the SPM circuit shows the largest IOUT. Here the boosting ratio
as large as 3 is enough to generate VOUT = 4.2 V. When k · VOC/VOUT is
larger than 0.6, the PM circuit has the largest IOUT among the three. At
this region of k · VOC/VOUT, the boosting ratio as large as 2 can satisfy the
target VOUT.

Figure 5 (b) compares the power efficiency between the fixed-mode circuits
and the proposed RCP. The three fixed-mode circuits are SM, SMP, and PM,
respectively. The power efficiency is defined by a ratio of output power to
input power. Here the output power is calculated by IOUT × VOUT and the
input power is calculated by ISA ×VSA. When k ·VOC/VOUT is between 0.2
and 0.4, the SM circuit shows better efficiency than the SPM and PM. For
the SPM circuit, the power efficiency is better than the other two circuits of
SM and PM when k ·VOC/VOUT is between 0.4 and 0.6. When k ·VOC/VOUT

is larger than 0.6, the PM can show the best efficiency among the 3 fixed-
mode circuits. As k · VOC/VOUT becomes larger than 0.75, the efficiency
of PM circuit begins to be decreased like the other two fixed-mode circuits.
Like Figure 5 (a), the proposed RCP follows the best performance among the
three SM, SPM, and PM circuits. This is because the proposed circuit can
change its architecture according to the sunlight variation. In Figure 5 (b),
the RCP shows the power efficiency better by 23.6% on average than the SM
circuit. Comparing with the PM and SPM circuits, the RCP is better by
23.8% and 28.8%, respectively. In Figure 5 (b), the boundary values of SM,
SPM, and PM for the proposed RCP are the same with Figure 5 (a).

The measured data are listed in Table I. The fabrication technology was
TSMC 0.18-µm CMOS process that included high-voltage 0.35-µm devices.

Table I. The measured data of the proposed RCP circuit.
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Here the proposed RCP was compared with the three fixed-mode circuits
that are SM, SPM, and PM, respectively. From Table I, when the sunlight
is darkness, both the fixed-mode circuits and proposed RCP circuit cannot
run at all thus the output current and power efficiency are zero. For weak
sunlight, only SM circuit can start to run and can deliver the output current
as large as 0.2mA with the power efficiency as large as 51.6%. But until
this time, the other two fixed-mode circuits of SPM and PM cannot generate
the output voltage as large as 4.2 V thus the delivered power of SPM and
PM is zero. When sunlight is weak, the proposed RCP runs like the SM
circuit thereby the output current can be as large as 0.2 mA and the power
efficiency becomes 51.6% like the SM circuit. Similarly, when the sunlight
condition is moderate, the RCP acts like the SPM circuit, where the output
current is 1.62 mA and the efficiency is as large as 51.4%. When sun shines
very brightly, the proposed RCP rearranges all the pumping capacitors in
parallel to maximize the output current. By doing so, the RCP can achieve
the output current as large as 4.29 mA with the power efficiency as much as
58.1%. Figure 6 shows the layout of the proposed RCP circuit. For the area
penalty, the added switches, S&H, OSC, LD, and SW controller occupy only
15.8% of the total area. The S&H, OSC, LD, and SW controller circuits are
labeled in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. The top view of layout with TSMC 0.18-µm
CMOS process.

One thing to note is that the three fixed-mode circuits of SM, SPM, and
PM do not need the control switches, SW controller, and S&H circuit because
they do not reconfigure the pumping capacitors. Hence, to estimate the power
overhead from the added blocks for reconfiguration, we compared the fixed-
mode circuits without any reconfiguration-related blocks to the RCP circuit.
For weak sunlight, the difference in power efficiency between the pure charge
pump circuit without reconfiguration and the proposed RCP circuit is as
little as 1.2% that can almost be neglected. When the sunlight is moderate,
the difference in efficiency becomes smaller to 0.4%. If the sunlight becomes
strong, the efficiency difference between the pure charge pump and the RCP
circuit is only 0.13%. The one big reason that the power overhead due to the
reconfiguration is so small is that the k · VOC sampling frequency as slow as
100 Hz is too much slow to affect the total power consumption that is mostly
dominated by the pumping operation run by 5 MHz.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the reconfigurable charge pump (RCP) that could
change its architecture according to sunlight-intensity variation. In the pro-
posed RCP, when the sunlight is strong, the charge pump changes its archi-
tecture to Parallel Mode (PM), where 4 pumping capacitors are connected
in parallel to deliver the maximum output current to the load. When the
sunlight becomes moderate, the circuit rearranges its pumping capacitors by
Serial-Parallel Mode (SPM), where the output current and power efficiency
are traded off each other to give the best performance at this sunlight con-
dition. In weak sunlight, the RCP acts as Serial Mode (SM), where all the
pumping capacitors are in series to increase the boosting ratio higher.

From the measured data, the proposed RCP can deliver 2.5 times and 1.4
times larger output current than the SM and SPM circuits, respectively, in
strong sunlight. For the power efficiency, the RCP is better by 24% and 7%
than the SM and SPM circuit, respectively.
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